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1. Abstract. 

The total energy of CaReN3 was calculated using the Quantum Espresso Simulation Package with the Perdew-

Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) wave function and 500 eV as a cut-off energy. The material posses a tetragonal shaped 

perovskite structure at 300K with the space group A2/n-15, consisting of Re-Ca bonds and a Ca-Re-N group. 

Optimization of cell characteristics along with atomic position is done. The band gap of CaReN3, calculated 

using DFT-GGA-PBE, was found to be around 1.8 eV. The relativistic effects of the Re and Ca atoms 

significantly impact the band gap, which is typically underestimated by normal DFT calculations. In the range 

of UV, the CaReN3 element used in optoelectronic devices due to its strong optical conductivity, low emissivity 

with high coefficient of absorption and raised refractive index. Less thean the band gap energy it exhibits 

transparent behaviour due to the incoming photon not having enough energy to move electrons between valence 

band and conduction band. The reflectivity spectra of CaReN3 show that it has higher reflectivity than other 

semiconductors, with the highest peaks occurring in the energy gap of 2.5 eV to 21 eV.  
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2. Introduction. 

Nitride materials are used in a variety of 

technological and industrial applications and are 

typically divided in-to following two categories. 

The main group metal nitride is included in the first 

group with crystal structures of wurtzite, such as 

(Ga, In, Al) N, they have strong carrier mobilities 

and straight bandgaps [3][4]. These materials have 

been seen very important  in recent years due to 

their use in RF transistors, LED lighting and optical 

storage media with high density capabilities[5]. 

Transition Metal nitrides in the form of rock- salts 

like TiN [6], CrN [8] and VN [7] is the category 

two. They are used in Hard Coadt in Industries and 

barriers for the diffuction in active semiconductor 

devices [9]. They exhibit metallic behavior due to 

the transion possible in d-shell metal and some may 

even exhibit transitions seen in superconductors at 

20 K. Some exceptions, such as semiconducting 

rocksalt nitrides like ScN [10] and metallic wurtzite 

nitrides like ZnMoN2, these are unusual compared 

to the more widely used and technologically 

significant materials 

 

3. First Principle Calculation 

3.1 Computational details. 

With the help of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) 

wave function with the generalized gradient 

approximation (GGA) functional[13] and Quantum 

Espresso Simulation Package, Material’s total 

energy was calculated [12]. A cut-off energy of 500 

eV is used to achieve the necessary precision. 

geometric structure was optimized using a 

convergence threshold of 105 eV and a force per 

atom of 0.01 eV A1 accuracy. Calculations were 

performed using a reciprocal space sample and G-

centers in a 10 by 10 by 10 of Monkhorst-Pack k-

point mesh in the Brillouin zone[14]. 

 

4. Discussion and the results. 

4.1 Structural properties 

CaReN3 has a perovskite structure with the space 

group A2/n-15 at 300 K. The structure as well as 

optoelectronic properties of material CaReN3 is 

influenced by its polarization. Other properties like 

Lattice structure, Phase transitions, Band gap and 

the Total energy are also affected. Calculation of 

Total energy based on first principle were 

performed on various arrangements of CaReN3 to 

determine the preferred orientation of the cation. 

The CaReN3 molecule has two Re-Ca bonds and 

the Ca-Re-N group forms a 128 degree angle. The 

molecule was placed in the unit cell by aligning the 

three nitrogen atoms in specific orientations. To 

reach to minimum energy the atom’s shell made 

full to the ground level with exception of those 

forming the tetragonal cell shape. Three different 

local minima were obtained by orienting the 

CaReN3 molecule along different single crystal 

orientations. This is in contrast to CaReN3, which 

has a single Re-Ca bond with a unique polarization 

orientation. 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Crystal structure of CaReN3 where Ca: Green, Re: Coffee, and N: white color in represents. 

 

4.2 Electronic properties 

Atomic position along with characteristics of cell 

optimised geometrically using: GGA-PBE-DFT 

methods. When the results of these calculations 

were compared, Bandgap accuracy of 1.8 eV is 

obtained through DFT-PBE method. This high 

level of precision was largely due to Re atom’s 

relativistic behaviour, which compensated standard 

DFT methods offer under estinmated band gap. The 

GGA-PBE method was used to obtain a precise 

band gap measurements. However, spin-orbit 

coupling (SOC) was not included in these GW 

calculations due to the demanding computational 

requirements of the technique for CaReN3 

tetragonal type perovskitesemiconductor material. 
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Figure 2. Electronic band structure calculation of High symmetric Point L to V of 

 

The VBM (valence band maximum) and CBM 

(conduction band minimum) are both located at the 

G point (0.5 0.5 0.5). As shown in Figure 2, the 

introduction of the Re atom significantly reduces 

the forbidden gap of CaReN3. The value of 

separation of bansd is around 1.8 eVwhen 

calculated using above methods. Re and Ca atom’s 

relativistic behaviour, which compensated standard 

DFT methods offer under estinmated band gap 

[15], resulting into perfect match with observed 

values in DFT analysis. This perfect calculation of 

the band-gap energy are even observed in CaReN3, 

a standard Ca-included tetragonal perovskite 

structure. It suggests that GGA-PBE can provide a 

reliable approximation method of the band gap and 

electronic configuration in CaReN3 generally[16]. 

 

 

 
Figure 3. P—DOS calculation of CaReN3 tetragonal type perovskite semiconductor. 

 

The Net projected DOS (Density of State) of 

CaReN3 in cubical shape, was estimated by the 

DFT-PBE Method, are shown in Fig. 3. These 

calculations indicate that in CaReN3, Re donates 

one electron and the two Ca ions donate one 

electron each, by creating an energy gap between 

vacant 6p orbital of Re atom in CB and filled 6p of 

Ca and 3p of N  of valance band., which agrees the 

experimental conclusions for CaReN3[17]. 

However, the changes in orbital character are due 

to the variations between the CaReN3 molecules. 

The CaReN3 exhibits DOS peaks between 2.5 and 

10 eV due to the 2p and 3d of Ca, Re, and Nitrogen, 

while exhibiting orbitals around energy level of 5 

eV. Net projected DOS (Density of State) of 

CaReN3 of tetragonal CaReN3, estimated by  GGA-

PBE approach, are shown in Fig. 3. These 

calculations show that in CaReN3, Ca and Re 
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donate one-two electrons each, to 3- Nitrogen ions, 

that creats energy gap in empty 5d of Re orbitals of 

CB and filled 6p of Ca and 2p of N orbitals in the 

VB. 

 

5. Optical Properties: 

The frequency response of a material's optical 

properties to the energy of the incident photon 

(E=hv) is described using the material's optical 

properties. The frequency-dependent complex 

dielectric function can be used to determine the 

different optical parameters of any material. The 

complex dielectric function can be expressed using 

the following equation: 

 

1 2( ) ( ) ( )i     + + …………………..(1) 

The electronic band structure and dielectric 

function of a material are closely related. The 

imaginary component 2( ( ))   of the dielectric 

function [19] can be calculated using the following 

equation: 
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Where; 

'

v

nnP k – component of P dipole matrix on direction of E filed v between the final and initial states,  

knf  - Fermi and Dirac distribution, 

'

k

nE  (k) – electron’s energy 

 M -mass of electron 

e- charge of an electron 

 

2 ( )  depends on angular frequency and is 

imaginary part of of the dielectric constant ( )  .  

Real part 1( )  can be deduced through it via the 

Kramers-Kronig transformation[20]. 
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Finally, Values of the dielectric function's real part 

1( )   on the y-axis of the chart depicted in fig 4. 

0 = are known as constant of real part 1( )  . 

Figure 4.shows that the static values of real 

component 1( )  for CaReN3 are around 4 eV & 7 

eV each. The spectra of CaReN3 is virtually 

identical in pattern, with minor anisotropy 

evidenced by shifting peak height and location. 

CaReN3 exhibit reflection of light particle at high 

intensity because the 1 0 =  of the ( )  becomes 

-ve around 10 eV. 

Electronic characteristics of crystalline materials 

are primarily defined using the imaginary 

component 2 ( )  of ( )  , it is responsible for 

absorption of photon. Figure 4 shows estimated 

2( ( ))  spectrum for CaReN3[21]. The cut off 

value of 2( ( ))  is obtained using GGA-PBE 

method where the heighted first value is at 5 eV and 

7.7EV for CaReN3. This peak values arised due to 

imaginaray component as a result of electron 

transitions from the VB to CB. For both substances, 

the maximum value of 2( ( ))  is about 5 eV. 

Following that, as energy increases, the spectra of 

both substances diminish. Elecronic enery bands 

can exhibits transition between valence to 

conduction band in the form of optical transistion. 

Such type of the first one occurs in between 

universal VBM and CBM in theΓ- Γdirection. 

Coefficient of absorption, refractive index, 

coefficient of reflection and energy loss fuction etc 

characteristics can be deduced with the help of 

dielectric constant. [22]. Using the estimated values 

of 1( )  and 2( ( ))  , the following relationship 

is used to derive the refractive index of the 

mensioned materials (w) 

 
1/2

2 2

1 1 1
( ) ( ) ( )

( )
2 2

n
     


 +
 = +
  

………(4). 

 

With the help of dielectric function, refractive 

index n(0) can be obtained. [23]. 

 

1(0) (0)n = ………………………….(5). 

 

To obtain frequency-dependent extinction 

coefficient ( k = ) help of The Kramers Kronig 

transformation is taken, which can be related to the 

refractive index n = . 
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Figure 4. Real (Re) and Imaginary (Im) of  part of dielectric function for 

 

Behaviour of ( ( ))k  is analysed with the help of 

( ( ))k  (Calculated extinction coefficient) and 

max ( )k  . Complex form of RI (Refractive Index) 

( ) ( ) ( )N n ik  = +  if helpful to expain the 

motion of EM radiation in different material. [24]. 

 

 

 
Figure 5. Reflactive Index of CaReN3 seiconductor material 

 

For evaluation of devices such rexfractive indices 

are used. The materials used in photo cell or such 

systems should be having higher optical 

conduction, refractive index & absorption constant 

with less emissivity. Figure 5(a) and (b) exhibit 

spectrum ( )n  and ( )k  computed by the GGA-

PBE method for CaReN3. (0)n static refractive 

index values of CaReN3 are roughly 2.1 and 3.5, 

respectively. The maximum refractive index 
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( ( ))n  values for CaReN3 are 15 eV and 17 eV, 

respectively. 

Figures 5 (a) and 5(b) show a comparable profile of 

the real component 1( )   and the ( )n   

(refractive index). Photons of less low energy have 

the first peak in both spectrums. After the initial 

peak caused by fluctuations, the spectra of both 

coefficients show a gradual decrease. 

Imaginary component 2 ( )  of dielectric constant 

and Extinction coefficient ( ( ))k  have 

comparable profiles, as seen in Fig 5(a) and Fig 

4(a). ( )k  also begins at some threshold energy, 

comparable to the imaginary component 2 ( )  of

( )   . The threshold values of energy for 

extinction coefficient ( ( ))k  for CaReN3 are 

around 10 eV and 26.5 eV, respectively. 

The maximum extinction coefficients max ( )k  for 

CaReN3 are 2.5eV and 3.5 eV, respectively. 

Reaching to maximum values, ( )k  spectrum 

declines towards unity. 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Figure 6. Conductivity(a) and Absorption (b) of CaReN3 

 

Figure 6 shows the spectrum of the ( )I   

(absorption coefficient) computed by the GGA-

PBE approximation. Calculations demonstrate they 

exhibit transparent behaviour lower the energy gap 

(VB- Valence Band), as illustrated in Fig. 6(a), 

because bombarded photon’s energy is insufficient 

to move electron Conduction band from valence 

band. Fig. 6 depicts presence of anisotropy in 

absorption coefficients of CaReN3. Absorption 

coefficient is greatly affected by frequency, 

indicating that interaction of photon with electrons 

make them to move to conduction band from 

valance band. 

Range from 0 to 60 eV,  Absorption coefficient of 

CaReN3 as a whole is larger than the absorption 

coefficient. These findings indicate that CaReN3 

are viable options in UV range to the optoelectronic 

devices. Fig 6(a) shows that the greatest values of 

( )I  for CaReN3 is about 3.5 to 10 eV. Absorption 

co-eff. is found greatest to 27 eV and 46 eV for 

CaReN3.  

Reflectivity ( )R  is calculated using refractive 

index ( ( ))n  and extinction coefficient ( ( ))k  of 

above mensioned compounds by following 

equation;[25]. 
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Using the following relationship, Reflectivity as a 

function of frequency can be obtained using  

dielectric function as follows[26] 
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Figure 7. Reflectivity of CaReN3 semiconductor material 

 

Figure 7. shows the chart of reflectivity as a 

function of frequency ( )R  w for CaReN3. Figure 

7 shows that the static reflectivity n(0) values for 

CaReN3 is 0.31. The spectra demonstrate that 

CaReN3 has a greater reflectivity. The highest 

peaks of reflectivity as a function of frequency 

( )R   spectrum of CaReN3 may be found in the 

energy range of 2.5 eV through 21 eV. Greatest 

value of reflectance ( )R  values for CaReN3 are 

0.35 and 0.27, respectively. 

The energy loss function ( )L  describes the 

energy dissipation is caused by electrons across the 

matter. Using the following relationship, 

Dissipation of energy can be calculated using given 

formula consisting complex refractive index[27]. 

 

1
( )

( )
L In

 

 
= − 

 
…………(9) 

 

 

 
Figure 8 Energy loss function for CaReN3 

 

Figure 8 depicts calculated spectrum of dissipated 

energy through the range of 0 eV to 60 eV. It 

intrepretes the interaction of photon with electrons 

very well. It provides ( )L   provides useful 

information on the interaction of incoming photons 

with electronic devices. There is depression seen in 
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reflectivity spectrum at the same time. Existence of 

strong rise at 19 and 29.1 eV for the energy loss 

function ( )L  is an important feature. Resonance 

of Plasma occurs at plasma frequency in CaReN3. 

 

Conclusion. 

Both, Electronic as well as optic based properties 

of CaReN3 has been studied by a DFT-based 

generalized gradient schemes GGA-PBE methods . 

Direct energy gap (Γ-Γ)has been revealed for 

mensioned compound. Precised estimation of 

electronic configuration along with structures of 

band and total and partial DOS, were analysed by 

the GGA approaximation. Dielectric function 

revealed compountd’s optical characteristic and 

behaviour. The important peaks in the dielectric 

functions are due to transition of electrons from the 

Ca-Re-N and Re-N orbitals. The variations of the 

dielectric functions and other optical properties 

depend on materials energy level diffrences, with 

an contarary behaviour for band gap and a similar 

nature for the threshold frequency or critical point 

in the spectra. Tuning the band gap of optica 

properties of materials depends on their types and 

nature and can guide towards to the development 

ofmore reliable and efficient opto/lumino based 

devices operating in the various region of radiation 

spectrum. They have also responded strongly for 

the absorption to UV and visible region of 

radiation, making them preferable for solar power 

generation related devices. In addition, Diffrence in 

absorption in these materials may have potential 

uses the field of polarisation and filteration. The 

materialshave shown great reflectance to 

ultraviolet, indicating their potential use for 

ultraviolet shielding. This research searves as new 

material and its manufacturing in many 

appications. Use of Nitrogen for improving their 

optoelectric capabilities is inevitable. 
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